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CHEM SHOW Preview
GEA Process Engineering, Booth 319
A full-service engineering company offering systems
and solutions for liquid and powder processing and
packaging, GEA Process Engineering is known for
innovative systems for drying, granulation, evaporation,
crystallization, ﬁltration, powder handling and packaging, mixing and blending, containment, fermentation,
heat and mass transfer, cleaning (CIP) as well as process
integration and automation. The company has expertise in pilot trials and application development, systems
scale-up, project engineering, process integration, fabrication, installation and startup. For more information
on the 2013 CHEM SHOW, turn to page 24.

GEA Process Engineering
www.geap.com
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Featured Article
Corroded pipe repair or replacement costs the process industries an estimated $7 billion per year. This
ﬁgure can double when lost revenue, productivity
and spill or leak cleanup costs are tallied. Traditional
corrosion protection relies on short-lived, physically
bonded coverings of substrate surfaces as well as
cathodic protection. These merely lengthen the
time before a steel asset inevitably rusts. In stark contrast, a Wilson, N.C.-based company says it’s using a new category of tough, chemically bonded phosphate ceramics
to stop corrosion. Read more on page 16.

Horizontal Motion Conveyor

The Slipstick® Horizontal Motion Conveyor is recognized for its
gentle, non-impact conveying motion and enviable record of
low maintenance, high reliability and performance. Maintaining
food safety and quality is the primary beneﬁt of using the
Slipstick in processing applications. It’s single-drive mechanism
provides a unique horizontal differential motion that glides the
product down the pan, eliminating breakage problems for fragile foods such as chips, cookies or cereal. For more information on conveyors, turn to page 42.

Triple/S Dynamics, Inc.
www.sssdynamics.com
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Featured Columnist
From the very ﬁrst event in 1915, the CHEM
SHOW has been a leading source of innovative solutions for processing professionals. This
year the CHEM Show will be held in New York
City on Dec. 10-12. With strong industry growth
predicted, exhibitors will be introducing new
products to meet the rising demand for innovative process solutions. To learn more about
attending the 2013 CHEM SHOW, read Clay
Stevens’ column on page 24.

ISG Static Mixers for High-viscosity Applications
The Ross Interfacial Surface Generator
(ISG) is a patented static mixer for laminar ﬂow processes such as blending a
minor component into a viscous stream.
Despite having very different viscosities
or densities, ﬂuids entering an ISG Static
Mixer are repeatedly combined and subdivided into layers until a homogenous mixture is achieved. The unit can be
supplied as a complete plug-in module or as individual elements. For more
information on mixing & blending, turn to page 34.

Charles Ross & Son Co.
www.mixers.com
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Compact Peristaltic Metering
Pump
Flex-Pro® A2 is
a new addition to
the Pro-Series®
Peristaltic
Metering Pump
line. The compact
A2 has a lower
feed capability
than Flex-Pro A3 and
A4 units, making it well
suited for use in many water and wastewater
applications with lesser feed requirements.
Flex-Pro A2 is an excellent alternative to
solenoid pumps because peristaltic pumps
provide a gentle and more efﬁcient smooth
pumping action. There are no costly rebuild
kits required. For more information on
pumps, motors & drives, turn to page 52.

Blue-White Industries
www.blue-white.com
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Must corrosion eat away at the
process industries?
Corrosion is the long-time bane of heavy industry; space-age coatings
may resolve some difficulties
By Tony Collins
It’s obvious that corrosion is a big problem in the process industries.
Corroded pipe repair or replacement costs industry more than $7 billion per year, the National Association of Corrosion Engineers estimates.
This ﬁgure can double when lost revenue, productivity, and spill or leak
cleanup costs are tallied.
“Corrosion is a major industry challenge — from external ﬂoating roof
tanks, to tank interiors, to above- and below-grade piping systems — and
particularly where pipes transition from above to below grade,” says Scott
Justice, tank division operations manager, Bolin Enterprises Inc. (BEI), a
Casey, Ill.-based pipeline and tank maintenance contractor.
Traditional corrosion protection relies on short-lived, physically bonded
coverings of substrate surfaces such as tapes and three-part coating systems (zinc, epoxy and urethane), as well as cathodic protection. These
merely lengthen the time before a steel asset inevitably rusts.
In stark contrast, Justice turned to EonCoat, a Wilson, N.C.-based company
that says it’s using a new category of tough, chemically bonded phosphate
ceramics (CBPCs) to stop corrosion, extend equipment life and minimize cost
and production downtime required to recoat, repair or replace corroded
equipment. Its product is called, appropriately enough, “EonCoat.”

An approach to corrosion protection

“What caught my eye about EonCoat was its unique adhesion and
chemical properties,” says Justice, who visited the company to view its
corrosion testing lab, processes and procedures for the CBPC coating.
“If its hard, outer shell is breached or knocked off, it still has corrosion
protection where traditional coatings do not. Whether its coating is aged,
beaten or banged around, it still protects the surface. If you remove the
outer ceramic shell, the chemical bond with the substrate still stops corrosion at the surface.”
In contrast to typical paint polymer coatings, which sit on top of the
substrate, the anti-corrosion coating bonds, through a chemical reaction,

In tests against other high-performance coatings, a ceramic coating originally
developed at the Argonne National Laboratories is said to have proved appropriate for many industrial and commercial applications.

Tuf-Lok ring grip pipe and tube couplings are
rugged, heavy duty, self-aligning and self-grounded
couplings with a high end pull. They can be used
for almost any application where pipe or tube ends
need to be connected. The Tuf-Lok self-aligning
couplings install quickly and easily with little effort.
Features
• Self-aligning
• Self-grounding
• High pressure rated
• Full vacuum rated
• Usable on thin
or thick wall
pipe or tube
• Low cost
• Reusable
• Absorbs vibration
• Externally leakproof
Tuf-Lok International
Phone: 608-270-9478
www.tuflok.com
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Tanks & Vessels
non-hazardous ingredients that do not interact
until applied by a plural-component spray gun
like those commonly used to apply polyurethane foam or polyurea coatings. Since the
components are not mixed and do not meet
prior to application, the need for hazardous
VOC-generating ingredients is eliminated, as
are hazardous air pollutants and odor. This
means that the work can get done in occupied
areas.
“The results of the corrosion tank test were
impressive,” Justice says. Among the corrosion
tests frequently run by the manufacturer of the
CBPC product is one where the ceramic coating
has gone more than 10,000 hours with no corrosion in a salt spray ASTM B117 test.
“If the coating works as well as we hope, it
could help to stop or minimize corrosion and
extend the longevity of a range of oil and gas
assets,” adds Justice.

Edge goes to the inorganic
The ceramic coating for corrosion control consists of two non-hazardous ingredients that don’t interact until
applied by a plural-component spray gun.

with the substrate. Slight surface oxidation
actually improves the reaction. This makes it
impossible for corrosion promoters like oxygen
and humidity to get behind the coating the way
they can with ordinary paints. The corrosion
barrier is covered by a true ceramic shell, which
resists corrosion, ﬁre, water, abrasion, chemicals
and temperatures up to 1,000 F.
Traditional polymer coatings create a ﬁlm
structure that mechanically bonds to substrates
that have been extensively prepared. If gouged,

moisture and oxygen will migrate under the
coating’s ﬁlm from all sides of the gouge.
Moisture and heat are then trapped by the
ﬁlm, creating a “greenhouse effect,” promoting corrosion and blistering. By contrast, corrosion won’t spread based on the same damage
to the ceramic-coated substrate because the
steel is essentially alloyed. Its surface oxides are
converted into an inert, electrochemically stable
metal, incapable of supporting oxidation.
Ceramic coatings such as this consist of two

Carbon polymer-based paints and coatings
are by deﬁnition “organic” and can give corrosion a foothold, leading to microbe growth.
Ceramic coatings are completely inorganic and
are inhospitable to mold or bacteria.
“Since EonCoat is inorganic, it cannot sustain
mold or bacteria growth,” Justice says. “This
could help to control corrosion issues related to
mold growth on the external surfaces of water
storage or elevated tanks, particularly when
new oxygenated fuels are involved.”
The protective ceramic coating can be
applied on hot and cold surfaces from 40 F to
150 F in 0-95% humidity, excluding direct rain.
While not widely considered, the Achilles heel

(800) 652-2466 or
www.fedequip.com
Sample of Currently Available Stock

Two Williams Crusher High Side Roller Mills
System, Model Super Giant - Item: 38528

500mm X 250mm Rousselet Robatel Peeler
Centrifuge, Hastelloy C22 - Item: 37942

500 Liter Olsa Double Moion Vacuum
Mixer, 316L S/S - Item: 38025

Two 800 Ton Mcquay Chillers,
Water Cooled - Item: 40196 & 40197

Federal Equipment Buys and Sells Used Equipment
8200 Bessemer Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44127 • T (800) 652-2466 • www.fedequip.com • chemical@fedequip.com
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Tanks & Vessels
Surfaces, a Calgary,
Alberta-based tank, pipeline, and structure maintenance contractor, has
used the ceramic coating
for corrosion control on
a variety projects including storage and process
tanks, reﬁnery ﬂare stack
vessels, reﬁnery sulfur
plant rooﬁng and a trainloading platform and towers.

Corrosion downtime
slashed
“To keep a corrosive
coating working well,
you want one that will be
Experts at a NASA research center helped a maker of ceramic coatings do sideresistant to high temperaby-side corrosion test comparisons against other high-performance coatings.
ture, abrasion, chemicals,
UV sunlight and other environmental factors,”
of many traditional corrosion coatings may be
says Bartko. “EonCoat is strong in these areas.
in how exact the environmental conditions must
Just as important is how quickly it can get a
be during their application to meet speciﬁcafacility up and running. As a comparison, in one
tions. “A lot of coating products fail due to
example, what took us about four days with
changes in temperature, humidity, dew point
EonCoat, would have taken about 10 to 12 days
and other atmospheric factors during applicawith other coatings.”
tion,” says Justice. “As conditions change seaTime saved came both from simpliﬁed sursonally throughout the year, it can be difﬁcult to
face preparation and expedited curing time.
provide perfect coating conditions.”
“With a typical corrosion coating, you have to
Since the ceramic coating takes temperature,
blast to white metal to prepare the surface,”
humidity and dew point changes out of the
says Bartko. “But with the ceramic coating, you
equation during application, Justice says, “It
typically only have to do a NACE 3 commercial
can be reliably used in tough environmental
brush blast.”
conditions that might otherwise compromise
Bartko says that for coating projects using
the corrosion protection of typical coatings.”
typical polymer paints such as polyurethanes or
Shane Bartko, a director at TKO Specialty
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epoxies the cure time may be days or weeks.
That’s how long it is before additional coatings
can be applied. The cure time allows each coat
to achieve its full properties, even though in a
shorter period it may feel dry to the touch.
In contrast, a ceramic coating is applied only
once, with almost no curing time necessary.
Return to service can be achieved quickly. “With
the ceramic coating for corrosion protection,
we’re able to get facilities back up and running right away after spraying, sometimes in an
hour,” says Bartko. “Speed in getting a facility
producing again can potentially save millions
per day in reduced downtime. It makes sense to
use the ceramic coating anywhere steel is used
and may corrode, from pipelines and processing
to storage.”
Tony Collins is chief executive ofﬁcer of
EonCoat.
EonCoat industrial corrosion resistant coating represents 20 years of research at the
U.S. Department of Energy Argonne National
Laboratories. EonCoat ceramic barriers are
now available for broad commercial and industrial application. For more info, email TonyC@
EonCoat.com; call 252-360-3110; visit www.
eoncoat.com; or write to EonCoat, 4000 Airport
Drive, Wilson, NC 27896.

EonCoat
www.eoncoat.com
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